
10. The Backwards Induction Algorithm∗

Strategic interaction is generally hard to analyze because of a fundamental circularity.

A’s best course of action depends on what she thinks B is going to do. But B’s best

course of action depends on what he thinks A is going to do. Thus A’s best course of

action depends on what A thinks B thinks A is going to do! A Nash equilibrium cuts

through this circularity in that it is a strategy profile in which A is playing optimally

against what B is doing, and B is playing optimally against what A is doing.

John Nash defined this notion of an equilibrium solution and showed that finite games

always have at least one equilibrium. But he did not provide a way of finding it. Finding

an equilibrium can often be very hard. But finding an equilibrium of a finite game of

perfect information is straightforward.

10.1 Backwards induction in the pay-raise game.

Example 10.1: The pay-raise game. Suppose we want to find a Nash equilibrium of the

pay-raise game reproduced in Figure 10.1. If we begin by looking at the problem from A’s

perspective, her best course of action depends on what she thinks B and C will do. If,

however, we begin by looking at C’s decision first, things are much simpler. C makes the

last move in the tree and hence does not need to be concerned about what other actors

will subsequently do. If C is at node [5], i.e., if A has voted yes and B no, C gets 3 if

he votes yes and 2 if he votes no. Clearly, the best thing for C to do if he finds himself

at node [5] is to vote yes. The red branches indicate C’s payoff maximizing actions at

each of its four information sets (which are single decision nodes because there is perfect

information).

Now consider B’s decision if he finds himself at node [2], i.e., if A voted yes. Knowing

C’s payoffs, B knows that if he votes yes, C will then vote no giving B a payoff of 3. If

B votes no, C now at node [5] votes yes giving B a payoff of 4. B’ best reply at node [2]

given C’s strategy is to vote no. B’s best reply at [3] is to vote yes.

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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Figure 10.1: The pay-raise game.

A’s decision is now easy to analyze. If she votes yes, B will vote no and C will vote

yes. The pay raise will pass and A, having been seen to vote for it, gets 3. If by contrast

A votes no, B and then C will vote yes, and A will get a payoff of 4. A therefore votes

no.

Most people when asked whether they would be prefer to be player A, B, or C, i.e.,

vote first, second, or third, say they would prefer to be player C so they can vote last.

(Recall that you too were asked this question when we specified the game tree for the

pay-raise game. Whom did you want to be?) The person voting last can avoid the worst

possible payoff. If A and B have voted no, C can vote no and thereby avoid the worst
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possible payoff.

A however can fully exploit its strategic position by voting first. Voting no puts the

onus of passage on the other two players. Know their payoffs, A also knows that both

prefer passage even if they have to vote yes for it.

The algorithm we used for analyzing the game yields a strategy profile specifying

what each player does at each and every information set as the red branches in Figure

10.1 show. The algorithm is called backwards induction and the resulting profile is a

backwards-induction equilibrium. A backwards induction equilibrium is also a Nash

equilibrium. In working up the tree, each actor always behaves in a way that maximizes

its payoffs given what will happen further down the tree. As a result, no player can

profitably deviate from its strategy if others play according to theirs. This makes the

strategy profile Nash.

The converse, however, is not true. Not all Nash equilibria are backwards induction

equilibria as we will see after working through a few more examples.

10.2 Examples of backwards induction.

The backwards induction algorithm works for any finite game of perfect information.

Start at the last decision node (which are also information sets because the game has

perfect information) along each path through the tree. Because it is the last decision,

the actor making the decision does not have to be concerned about how other actors will

subsequently react. The actor making the last decision along a path simply chooses the

action that maximizes her payoff. (If two or more alternatives yield the highest payoff,

the decision-maker can choose any of them or randomize over some or all of them. There

will be multiple backwards-induction equilibria in this case.) Having pinned down what

the actors making the last decisions do, move up the tree to the next-to-last-decision

nodes and the actors making those decisions. Those actors now choose the action that

maximizes their payoffs knowing what the actors making the last decision will do, and so

on up the tree.

Example 10.2: The ultimatum game. Applying this algorithm to the ultimatum game
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Figure 10.2: Backwards induction in the ultimatum game.

in Figure 10.2, II faces a choice between a payoff of 1 if he accepts at node [1] or zero if

he rejects. So II accepts and does the same when offered 2 or 3. I’s best response to II ’s

strategy is offer 1.

Note that I pockets most of the gain from cooperation. That is, if the players can

agree on how to divide the money, they get 3 dollars. If they cannot agree, they get

nothing. In the backwards-induction equilibrium, I gets two-thirds of this gain. As we

will see, this is a general feature of ultimatum games. The player making the offer gets

the lion’s share of the benefits.

Example 10.3: The Campaign war chest game. Political candidates often try to build

up a campaign war chest which they use to finance their run for office. Amassing a large

war chest is often thought to help deter other would-be candidates from challenging an

incumbent. This game highlights some of these issues.

An incumbent I has amassed a war chest of 3 million dollars while a would-be chal-

lenger C only has 1.5 million. Campaign’s are costly, and each candidate spends half a

million dollars a month. Once a candidate runs out of money it must drop out of the

race.
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Figure 10.3: The campaign war chest game.

The potential challenger begins the game by deciding whether to fight the campaign

or stay out (see Figure 10.3). If C stays out, the game ends with the incumbent winning.

If C fights, a month passes, both candidates spend half a million each, and then the

incumbent decides what to do. I can fight or drop out. If the incumbent drops out,

the challenger wins. If the incumbent fights, each spends another half million, and the

challenger has to decide what to do. At this point, each candidate has spent one million

which leaves the incumbent with two million in the bank and the challenger with half a

million. If the challenger drops out, the incumbent wins. If the challenger fights, both

spend another half million. Having spent 1.5 million, the challenger is out of money and

must drop out. The incumbent wins.

As for the players’ ranking of the terminal nodes, the incumbent wins at terminal

nodes [T1], [T3], and [T4] but spends nothing at [T1], a million at [T2], and 1.5 million at

[T4]. The incumbent loses at [T2]. Assuming that winning cheaply is better than winning

expensively but winning expensively is better than losing cheaply, we get the following

rankings

I :[T1] � [T3] � [T4] � [T2]

C :[T2] � [T1] � [T3] � [T4]

which are reflected in the payoffs in Figure 10.3 .

To solve the game, consider the challenger’s decision at the last node. The substantive

choice facing it is to drop out now or fight for another round, run out of money, and have

to drop out then. Losing cheaply is better than losing expensively, and C plays out at
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node [3]. Moving up the tree, if the incumbent drops out at [2], it loses but does not

have to spend any more money. If I fights, play moves to node [3] where the challenger

drops out and I wins after having spent an additional half million. I prefers the latter

and fights at [2].

Finally consider the challenger’s decision at the start of the game. It can drop out

immediately and at least avoid spending any money. Or it can fight and move play to

node [2] where the incumbent fights moving play to node [3] where the challenger will

then drop out after spending a million dollars. Thus the choice that confronts C at [1] is

whether to drop out now or later after having spent a million dollars. Facing this choice,

C drops out.

The backwards induction equilibrium profile is in red in Figure 10.3. Note that the

equilibrium path ends in [T1], that is, the would-be challenger drops out immediately and

does not actually mount a challenge. The campaign-war-chest game is a simple war of

attrition. We will discuss wars of attrition in a future lecture and see what determines

whether the would-be challenger fights or drops out immediately as he does here.

Example 10.4: Tic-tac-toe and chess. Both tic-tac-toe and chess are finite games of

perfect information and therefore can be solved by backwards induction. Backwards-

induction equilibria are also Nash equilibria, so we have just proved that both tic-tac-toe

and chess have Nash equilibria. That is, we have just given an existence proof showing

that tic-tac-toe must have at least one Nash equilibrium and so must chess. But in the

case of chess, we do not know what the equilibrium strategies are.1

1A computer, Deep Blue, defeated a world chess champion for the first time in 1997.
Unable to look all the way down to the end of the tree, chess-playing programs rely on ar-
tificial intelligence (AI). For an overview, see David N. Levy, How Computers Play Chess,
Ishi Press, 2009. More recently, Google’s AlphaZero trained itself to become the best
chess player in less than a day. See https://www.newyorker.com/science/elements/

how-the-artificial-intelligence-program-alphazero-mastered-its-games As
for tic-tac-toe, here is an online guide to how to play it: https://www.wikihow.com/

Win-at-Tic-Tac-Toe.

https://www.newyorker.com/science/elements/how-the-artificial-intelligence-program-alphazero-mastered-its-games
https://www.newyorker.com/science/elements/how-the-artificial-intelligence-program-alphazero-mastered-its-games
https://www.wikihow.com/Win-at-Tic-Tac-Toe
https://www.wikihow.com/Win-at-Tic-Tac-Toe
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